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The autocoach is now looking smarter than the
autocar! (Alan Chandler)
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February 2014
Welcome to the 22nd issue of our newsletter. The autocoach is now
looking very smart and giving us an idea how it will look when finished.
There is still plenty of work to do though, so if you can help, we would
really welcome your assistance.
Due to pressure of space this issue, the planned article on the 1902
LSWR Railmotor will appear next time. Also, a piece on a colour picture
of the autocar - to do this justice demands more space than I can find
today.
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New Members
A warm welcome to our latest new member, Mr D Haskins of
Cheltenham.

Display boards or fastenings wanted
As mentioned last time, the publicity stand is starting to show its age
and we’re on the lookout for a replacement or the means of repair. If
anyone can help, please get in touch.
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Chairman’s notes
Stephen Middleton

This is the critical year. We expect to see the autocoach visually
completed with doors fitted, interior completed with upholstery, painted
and new headstocks. The brakes may need work when the coach is
lifted. This summer we hope to welcome the powered underframe back
from Loughborough which should stop and go on command. We can
then lift the two halves of the body on to the underframe and complete
the bodywork, fit the seats, upholster, paint, varnish and complete. In
addition, there is also the educational aspect to finish, AV in the autocar,
the skills centre in Embsay shed up and working, training to organize and
interpretation boards and publications to print. Say it quickly and it
seems easy but it is a lot of work. We can do it. We must do it, to
budget and to timetable. Your help and support is making this fantastic
project happen.
Have a great 2014!

Right top: Alan Chandler fitting one of the autocoach’s doors. (AC)
Right bottom: Inside the autocoach’s clerestory. (Alan Chandler)
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Engineering Progress Report December 2013
Steve Hoather
The main physical activity over the last three months has been the
continuing assembly of the electrical control equipment in the engine
housing. Noel Craigen has come down to Loughborough on several
occasions to help Dave Moore work on fitting and wiring up the control
gear, and this will continue for a few weeks into the New Year. The
photograph below shows the meter panel which is on the saloon end of
the housing and will be visible through a glass window to any passengers
standing in the lobby who are interested. This is part of our HLF commitment to ‘Education’ and will be useful to help explain to school parties
how a diesel – electric locomotive works as the train is in motion.

The last major components needed
for the engine housing are the
exhaust pipework and silencer, these
have been designed by Peter Van
Houten with a specialist supplier and
are now on order. They are due for
delivery in mid-February, so by about
the beginning of March we should be
able to start up and test run the
power unit off-load in the workshop.
This will be another major milestone
and will give us our first indication of
the noise level.
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A lot of detailed design work is continuing on the underframe strengthening plates and brake rigging. During the course of this we realised that
the braking force on the trailing bogie (which is a Fox design) is much
higher than when it was used under its original GNR parcels van! As a
result, we have some concerns about the strength of the divided pull rod
(usually known as a ‘Coffin Rod’ because of its shape) which lies on top
of the bogie and is significantly corroded, and have decided to make a
new one to a stronger design. We found that the design is a shortened
version of the Coffin Rod fitted to Gresley bogies still used on the VSOE
Pullman cars and we are very grateful to VSOE for allowing us to use
their design, suitably modified. The new Coffin Rod uses the end fittings
off the old one and is being made at Boston Lodge where the bogie was
overhauled. It can only be fitted when the body is lifted off the bogies, so
it is important to have it ready when the bogie is returned to us.
An oversight which has recently come to light is the need for a 240 volt
AC power supply for the Audio-visual display screen in the saloon, which
is another part of our HLF commitment to ‘Education’. The vehicle
lighting and control systems work off 110 volts DC, which drops to 96
volts when running off the battery when the engine is not running. We
are now looking for a suitable inverter to enable standard AV equipment
to be used.
All the design work is leading up to ‘Big Bang’ when the underframe will
be brought into the fabrication shop at Adey’s for fitting the strengthening plates and other heavy components. This is planned for the end of
March, which, at the time of writing, looks tight but achievable. After
that, the underframe will go to another site in the area for fitting of the
smaller brake components, piping and some wiring, before testing on
one of the heritage railways in the area this summer. Once it has been
tested, and the inevitable adjustments have been made, the underframe
will be returned to Embsay to allow the body to be transferred from its
temporary underframe, and the outstanding work completed before the
HLF deadline of September 2015.
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An Engineer’s Perspective (continued)
Dave Moore—Volunteer Engineering Advisor to the Trust
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The first question when designing the brake system for the Autocar was
whether to use vacuum or air brakes. A little bit of railway history will
help to explain the background.
Until the Grouping in 1923, Britain's railways had a mixture of air and
vacuum brakes for loco hauled passenger trains. (Virtually all freight
trains were unbraked). The North Eastern Railway used air brakes, so the
Autocar was built with these, although it also had track brakes of the
type common on trams. After the grouping, the new ‘Big Four’
companies decided to standardise on vacuum brakes, probably because
they were more common. But the shortcomings of vacuum became
apparent when the LNER introduced the Streamliners (leading to the
tests which were the excuse for Mallard's record run) and even more so
after the war, when high capacity freight wagons were introduced for
such trains as Freightliners and Merry-Go-Rounds. In 1964, therefore, BR
decided to start changing over to air brakes for all new stock, and the
vacuum brake is now virtually extinct on main line stock.
Virtually all locos and coaches which go to scrap these days have air
brakes, so these provide a useful source of components for our project,
whereas it would have been very difficult to obtain components for a
vacuum system. The decision to use air brakes was therefore fairly
obvious, and had the extra advantage that it is historically correct for an
ex NER vehicle.
A further complication on our project is that the power car (Autocar) can
run as a single vehicle. It is therefore essential that the system is
designed so that no single failure can lead to a total brake failure. This
means having separate cylinders, rigging and control valves for each
bogie. The Southern Region of BR learnt this the hard way with Motor
Luggage Vans (MLVs). These single vehicles were built when the Kent
Coast lines were electrified in 1959, and ran attached to EMU Boat Trains
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to Dover and Folkestone, where they were shunted to the quayside at
low speed using their batteries. In the early 1980s some became surplus,
and their operators wanted to use them on their own as Parcels/
Newspaper trains. They had only one brake cylinder for the vehicle,
working both bogies, and someone soon realised that if a pin came out
of the rigging, the result would be a total brake failure, so they were
quickly rebuilt with separate cylinders and control valves.
A few basic air brake principles are worth explaining here. This was also
new to the BR traincrews who had to convert from vacuum and steam
brakes, and often went onto combined vacuum and air brakes in what
were called Dual Braked locomotives during the transition period when
both systems were in use.
The actual brake force on the brake blocks is created by relatively small
high pressure air cylinders operating on the brake rigging. Vacuum brake
cylinders tend to need to be big because they can only ever theoretically
work at one atmosphere of pressure (14 psi) differential, i.e. that of a
perfect vacuum. Hence the air brake cylinders (often typically operating
around 60 psi) are small and easier to locate on the Underframe.
The railway Automatic Air Brake system was developed early on in the
history of air braking and became the cornerstone of train braking in
mainland Europe and North America. The train brakes are controlled by
a ‘Brake Pipe’ that runs the length of the train and has to be charged and
held at a preset pressure to hold the brakes off. A decrease in this Brake
Pipe pressure causes control valves on each vehicle to produce a corresponding and proportional increasing pressure on each vehicle's own
brake cylinders. This peculiar reversal action has the hugely important
failsafe feature of applying all the vehicle brakes under any
circumstances that cause the Brake Pipe pressure to drop, which
includes emergency conditions, such as the train dividing.
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The pneumatic control valves specially developed to do this job are
known as Distributors, or Triple Valves in old money. They have an air
supply piped to them and produce a pressure output to the brake
cylinder based on the Brake Pipe's pressure, all according to the reverse
characteristic built into the valve. Other safety features utilise the Brake
Pipe to implement their functions. The Passenger Communication cord
simply vents the air from it to create a brake application, as does the
Deadman's pedal. Known in recent times as the Driver's Safety Device, or
DSD for short, the driver has to hold a sprung loaded pedal down to keep
the Brake Pipe charged and hence keep the brakes off.
Referring to the Brake Schematic drawing, the starting point is of course
the engine driven air compressor. This runs whenever the engine is
running but only pumps air when required. The moment the engine runs,
the compressor attempts to charge up the Master, or Main, Reservoir
which feeds everything else ‘downstream’. Under the action of the compressor's pressure sensing governor and unloader valve, it pumps
enough air into the system to maintain the pressure within the safe
limits required. Immediately after the compressor, comes an air filtration
system which separates out any oil contamination in the compressed air
flow. Known as Truckmaster, this is about the only ‘modern’ equipment
in the system, as the majority of it is built up from well proven, mostly
Westinghouse apparatus, as used in railway service for decades.
The Main Reservoir then supplies the pair of Brake Supply Reservoirs,
one for each bogie. The Autocar is a special case in that
it uses offset braking, meaning that it is designed to apply more braking
effort at its heavy (motor bogie) end, than at its lighter (trailer
bogie) end. Hence, this sharing out of the brake effort employs a 12"
brake cylinder for the motor bogie, and a 10" cylinder for the trailer
bogie. The Brake Supply Reservoirs act as the individual air supplies for
each brake cylinder and its controlling valves, and have non return valves
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fitted in their incoming feeds so they only feed their own outputs. These
two reservoirs remain charged at all times and are ready to supply the
air to their respective brake cylinders under the control of their
respective Distributors. These are the most important pneumatic valves
in a system such as this, as they not only perform the precise reverse
pressure function as they respond to the brake pipe pressure, they also
determine the speed or rate at which the brakes respond.
But first of all, only one cab (or indeed the Autocoach's cab) can be in
control, and this is determined by which one of the three Master
Controllers has a Driver's Key switched in. The effect of this is to engage
the Feed Cut Off Valve (an isolator) for the appropriate cab, so as to
switch air onto the one Driver's Brake Valve that needs to be in control
of the Brake Pipe. The Drivers Brake Valve in use here is the classic
Westinghouse M6 type, trusted for decades. Northern Ireland Railways
have been a helpful source of used parts for the project from scrapped
DMUs, and many quality parts have been obtained via this route ready
for overhaul at RBS in Burton on Trent. The Driver's Brake Valve really
behaves like a giant high flow pressure regulator and allows the Driver to
hold a constant running pressure set for brake release on the vehicles,
and then be able to reduce this pressure by venting the Brake Pipe whilst
watching the cab gauges. Here, the Driver sees the effect on the Brake
Pipe as the handle is moved, followed by the response of the Distributors by applying the corresponding pressure on the brake cylinders.
Watching the cab desk air gauges, whilst simultaneously watching the
Speedo for retardation allows the Driver to adjust the brake application
for effect. This is the way the post steam age train was to be driven:
producing the traction power is easy , but the braking becomes a matter
of technique and judgement requiring detailed route knowledge in order
for the Driver to think ahead, especially at the higher speeds of more
modern times. Even a modern air braked train takes some time and
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hence distance to respond to a brake application and this feel for the
braking characteristic of the train, combined with the memorised route
layout, makes the Driver's job what it still is today.
The Brake Application Unit performs the ‘Deadman's’ function by venting
the controlling Brake Pipe air to atmosphere and causing an automatic brake application in all the vehicles coupled to it. Between the
two vehicles are two hoses with quick release couplings, the Main Reservoir Pipe for supplying the Main Reservoir on the Autocoach, and the
Brake Pipe to control the Autocoach brake equipment in just the same
manner as described here. Indeed, when driving from the Autocoach,
the Autocar responds to the Brake Pipe pressure being derived from the
other vehicle and acts as a slave system.
Other features are powered by the air system such as window wipers
and washers, the Engine Housing electrical equipment, and even the
whistles which are ex London Transport and make a very clear note
which sounds just like Ivor the Engine!

Part of the new wiring in the engine housing (Dave Moore)
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Above: Three views of the powerunit, showing recently added equipment and wiring. (Peter Van Houten)
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Autocar Shop
To help fund-raising we have some autocar themed items for sale.


Fridge magnets (acrylic c90 x 60mm) showing the autocar at
various places. £2 each



Travelling mirror (unbreakable and with case). £5



DVD (a short film introducing the Autocar). £ 10

Post and packing for up to six of these items is 80p.


Sweat-shirt - £14.50 + P&P of £3



Fleece - £22.50 + P&P of £5

To order:
Please send written orders and a cheque (payable to NER 1903 Autocar
Trust) to NER 1903 Autocar Trust, Rose Lea House, 23 Brunswick Drive,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG1 2QW.
Work is underway to add a shop section to our web-site.
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